
We use a 90mm thick brick imported directly from Canada .
And it is safe against the earth quake, too because use a lot of 
earthquake-proof hardware. The brick craftsmen from Canada 
take charge of construction. The brick exclude the cold in winter 
and the hot in summer, and the maintenance of the outside wall
painting is also unnecessary through the life.
The passage at years causes elegance.

The brick craftsmen from Canada
take charge of construction.

Reborn the old house is different from mending 
of house ,we can reform  your house with  fashionable
and high durability imported materials. 

It is low-priced and the term of works is also reasonable.
In addition, a present  residence improves designing by a preeminent design.

Living room with a fireplace Construction example by HOMEMADE

Flower pattern washing bowl made by Kohler Company

Lighting equipment made by Kichler Company.

PARA paint is Pollution-free
water paints made in Canada.

TEL.　０５６１－７５－４０８７
〈E-mail〉 info@Homemade-co.com

Yes, we HOME MADE can build a new house!

You can get a genuine western style house by brick cladding, drywall, etc.You can get a genuine western style house by brick cladding, drywall, etc.
Check our home page! Show you our concept and works on building.Check our home page! Show you our concept and works on building.

Natural heat insulation materials 

as the heat insulator,to control the humidity in the house.
Cellulose might not make you any trouble with the vicinity because 
it has the effect of the soundproofing besides insulation
is also very high.

We use cellulose fiber made from tree and wool　

Our consideration for the safety; use the purity wood for interior.
The interior material uses the purity wood with safety and durability. 
The floor is 20mm,and the stairs use the pine tree lumber of 40mm thickness. 
Neither the chemical nor the urethane paintings are used to paint and　　 　　
natural oil made in Germany paints is used.
Painting uses natural oil made in Germany not the urethane 
painting but the chemical and paints. For the interior material, 
we don't use the vinyl chloride cross, and adhesive including
formaldehyde.

Dry Wall
Dry wall is interior wall that is finished up
by the water-based paint in place of the wallpaper
or cloth. Advanced base treatment processing
gives wall durability and it has peculiar beauty.

It is a water-based paint that imported
directly from environmental advanced
country Canada. Imported paint has a 
reputation for the beauty of the color,
the quality of the product,
consideration to safety, easiness to use,
and the aware of environment and
it receives high acclaim also 
in Europe and America. It has
more than 2004 colors of variation, 
and to repaint it easily by you is
 a point of a merit.

Home Made Campaign in 2009
Invite to Canada Toronto where the beautiful town.

We invite all contracted families to the tour
that visits the North American house in 
Canada Toronto.For one person is invited
free of charge. The airline ticket, staying, 
meal, and movement cost in the locale are
included in the tour. Even two people or
more people can participate. 
【Actual  expenses are needed for 
participation  from the second person 】

The location of open house

HOMEMADE’s house has designed thinking about health and safety.       HOMEMADE proposes the safety, the durability, and the design!  

The feature of HOMEMADE is variegated lighting equipments and the interior articles. 

Use the roof material 
which has guaranteed for 30 years instead of the
roof material that needs the re-painting in '10.

Use the roof material 
which has guaranteed for 30 years instead of the
roof material that needs the re-painting in '10.

Room  redecoration  price
 12,000 yen/㎡～

 price
 12,000 yen/㎡～

The roof material has lasting
 performance and protection.

For example・・・Kitchen！

PARA paints is 
Pollution-free water paints for dry wall.

There is no worry in a sick building syndrome compared 
with cloth and it is low-priced. The PARA paint can be 
finished up beautifully in the low price and a short time
only by painting it on without peeling off an old cloth though
it costs time and money to the substitution of crossing.   
There is a color variation more than 2400 colors, 
and everyone can paint it easily, water wipe to maintenance. 

Oak Ridge professional 30Oak Ridge professional 30Oak Ridge professional 30Oak Ridge professional 30

30-Year Limited Warranty*
Class A UL Fire Rating-the industry's highest rating 
70-MPH Wind Resistance Limited Warranty*

      It made of durable weathering-grade asphalt and strong 
      Fiberglas mat core for lasting performance and protection, 
      and it has Fire Rating, too. It receives high acclaim 
      on the function sides such as the waterproof property, sound
      deadening qualities, and weather resistance, etc.         
     　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 In additional effect, 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　the material has 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　elasticity and it　 　　
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　absolves the sound                                                            
                                                                      of raindrops, 
                                                                      thus it is very quiet
                                                                      and calm.

All the interiors can be coordinated with the beautiful design articles 
never obtained in another.

"The brick cladding house" has pursued durability, health and safety.

Please experience it by yourself.

＜Characteristic of cellulose＞
*Humidity control   *Keep inside the rooms at a comfortable condition
*Cellulose has installed inside of the wall,it doesn't get mildew 
and Prevent the condensation that causes a sick building.


